Ongoing and Pending Projects

Staff Update
By
Liz Gasster
Current Status

• 8 Active Working Groups / Drafting Teams
• 1 Pending PDPs (RAA)
• 3 Possible PDPs (‘Thick Whois’, UoC, RAA - LE)
• 5 Joint SO/AC Working Groups
• 2 Projects awaiting Council Action
Active WG Groups

• Standing Committee
• Whois Survey WG
• Cross-Community WG
• IRTP Part C (PDP)
• Consumer Metrics WG
• Fake Renewal Notices DT
• Locking of Domain Name DT (PDP)
• IOC/RC
Pending / Possible PDPs

- RAA (Board Initiated)
- RAA - Certain LE amendments (Council initiated)
- ‘Thick’ Whois (Final Issue Report delivered)
- Uniformity of Contracts (Preliminary Issue Report)
Joint SO/AC WGs

- Geographic Regions WG
- JIG WG
- IRD-WG
- DSSA WG
- ccNSO Study Group on the Use of Names for Countries and Territories
Projects Awaiting Council Action

- Best Practices
- Whois Access
For Discussion

- Is current workload manageable?
- How to deal with (new) projects that are not foreseen / anticipated?
- How to ensure broad participation and engagement (until the end)?
Or in other words.........
Is there any energy left????
Thank You